Effect of surgical technique on electrode impedance after cochlear implantation.
We compare the evolution of electrode impedance values (IVs) following either conventional cochlear implantation or implantation by the soft surgery (SS) technique. We performed a retrospective chart review of 20 consecutive adult patients who underwent implantation with the Nucleus CA 24 device between 2004 and 2007. Five patients with preoperative residual hearing at the frequencies 256, 512, and 1,024 Hz underwent implantation by an SS cochlear implantation technique (SS group), and the 15 other patients underwent a conventional implantation technique (conventional cochleostomy [CC] group). The active electrodes were classified as distal (17 to 22), middle (10 to 16), or proximal (3 to 9) according to their position in relation to the tip of the electrode array. Their IVs were collected at 1, 3, 12, 24, and 36 months after implantation. Changes in auditory thresholds at 3 and 24 months were reported for patients in the SS group. The postoperative IVs of both the CC and SS groups decreased significantly between 1 and 3 months after implantation (p < 0.05) and then remained stable. The IVs after 12 months were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the SS group than in the CC group. Patients who underwent the SS technique displayed lower long-term electrode IVs than did their counterparts in the CC group. If electrode IVs are indeed an indirect representation of cochlear fibrosis, the use of the SS technique in lieu of the CC technique could reduce fibrotic development.